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ABSTRACT
The NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) airborne High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) on the NASA B200 aircraft has acquired large datasets of aerosol extinction (532nm), backscatter (532 and 1064nm), and depolarization (532 and 1064nm) profiles during 18 field missions across North America since 2006. The lidar measurements include scale-invariant aerosol parameters that vary with aerosol type but not concentration. These have been used to qualitatively classify HSRL aerosol measurements into eight separate composition types. The classification methodology uses models formed from “training cases” with known aerosol type. The remaining measurements are then compared with these models using the Mahalanobis distance. Aerosol products from the CALIPSO satellite include aerosol type information as well, which must be inferred using aerosol loading-dependent observations and location information as input to the aerosol retrieval. The HSRL instrument regularly flies over the CALIPSO satellite ground track, presenting the opportunity for comparisons between the HSRL aerosol typing and the CALIPSO Vertical Feature Mask product, giving insight into the performance of the CALIPSO aerosol type algorithm.

INTRODUCTION
An aerosol classification scheme was introduced in [1] for airborne High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) measurements from the NASA Langley HSRL instrument. The ability to accurately characterize and discriminate aerosol type can improve both measurement retrievals and modeling, on both a regional and global scale. Since 2006, the NASA Langley HSRL has routinely participated in chemistry and radiation-focused field missions throughout North America, where its high accuracy, high resolution, vertically resolved measurements of aerosol provide vertical context for ground-based, in situ, and satellite observations of aerosols and clouds. The HSRL also routinely provides data for validating the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) lidar instrument aboard the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite [2]. Furthermore, the HSRL serves as a testbed for advanced satellite lidar instruments, and the advanced retrievals required for those measurements may benefit from the aerosol classification described here. In this work, we describe the HSRL aerosol classification methodology and do a detailed comparison with the aerosol types that are used in the CALIPSO retrieval [3] for 100 flights of the HSRL along the CALIPSO ground track.

INSTRUMENT
High Spectral Resolution Lidar instruments have the key advantage over backscatter lidar that it measures aerosol extinction and backscatter coefficients independently, without the need to assume or infer aerosol type. The LaRC airborne HSRL [4] uses the HSRL technique to independently retrieve aerosol and tenuous cloud extinction and backscatter without a priori assumptions on aerosol type or extinction-to-backscatter ratio. Ref. [4] describes the instrument and measurement technique in detail. The HSRL technique is employed at 532 nm and the standard backscatter technique is used at 1064 nm. The instrument also measures depolarization at both wavelengths. Therefore, the HSRL provides vertically resolved measurements of both “extensive” properties that depend on aerosol loading and “intensive” or bulk properties. The latter are the lidar ratio (i.e., the ratio of extinction and backscatter), aerosol depolarization ratio, backscatter color ratio, and spectral depolarization ratio (i.e., the ratio of aerosol depolarization at the two wavelengths). The intensive parameters provide information about the aerosol physical properties which are combined to infer aerosol type.

CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY
The HSRL aerosol classification methodology is presented in [1]. The HSRL aerosol classification is performed in two parts. First, specific samples of
known aerosol types are combined to make model multi-normal distributions defined by the 4-by-4 variance-covariance matrix of the four aerosol intensive variables. In the second part of the calculation, the full set of HSRL measurements is classified. The Mahalanobis distance is calculated from each measurement to each class distribution; the minimum distance indicates aerosol type. The Mahalanobis distance is appropriate for quantifying the distance between a point and a distribution, and is therefore a better metric for this application than the Euclidean distance between two points. It assumes the aerosol classes are represented as multi-normal distributions.

The HSRL aerosol classification has eight types and begins with thirty samples of labeled data, between two and six samples for each type, in total about 0.3% of the full dataset. The strategy of using labeled samples to create “seed” aerosol class models to classify all other measurements allows us to incorporate knowledge based on a relatively limited set of observations where the aerosol type is known or easy to infer. Specifically, we incorporate samples of ice haze observed during the Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites (ARCTAS) campaign, identifiable by the signature of fall-streaks in the lidar measurements, and pure dust samples from plumes of Saharan dust tracked across the Atlantic by CALIPSO [5] and from a dust storm on the slope of Pico de Orizaba observed during the MILAGRO (Megacity Initiative: Local and Global Research Observations) field campaign [6]. Samples that are labeled dusty mix include cases of locally generated dust with intermediate values of depolarization. Clean air samples in the Caribbean provided most of the labeled samples for the maritime class. Labeling of samples of polluted marine air from the marine boundary layer in the Gulf of Mexico and near the coast of Virginia was justified by back trajectory analysis which tracked the air samples from the marine boundary layer backward to urban areas approximately a day or less earlier. Urban samples are taken where the attribution of elevated levels of aerosol optical thickness (AOT) to urban sources is fairly straightforward. In the case of smoke and fresh smoke, the plume was observed visually from the B200 or was measured by coincident airborne in situ measurements [7] and/or MODIS [8].

The HSRL aerosol extinction and aerosol classification result are illustrated in Fig. 1 for HSRL measurements acquired during a CALIPSO validation flight between Hampton, Virginia and Tampa, Florida on August 8, 2006. Multiple types are layered throughout the depth of the atmosphere along the track. Aerosol along the northern (earlier) part of the track is dominated by urban aerosol, whereas marine aerosol is evident at the southern (later) end of the track. In between is a layer of Saharan Dust which was advected across the Atlantic. The bottom panel in Fig. 1 illustrates the apportionment of AOT to the various types.

**Figure 1.** HSRL observations or a flight from Hampton, VA to Tampa, FL on 8 August 2006. Top panel shows aerosol extinction coefficient at 532 nm, middle panel shows aerosol classification mask, where blue represents marine aerosol, pink represents “dusty mix”, green represents urban and red and orange indicate the smoke and fresh smoke categories. The bottom panel shows the apportionment of AOT to the various types.

**COMPARISONS**

During the CalNex mission in 2010, a Particle Analysis by Laser Mass Spectroscopy (PALMS) instrument [9] was operated at a ground site in Pasadena. An example showing HSRL aerosol classification along the flight
track is shown in the left panel of Fig 2. The calculated mixed layer height (based on gradients in aerosol backscattering) is indicated by the black trace and the time of closest approach to the ground site is indicated with an arrow. At the overflight time, the aerosol in the mixed layer is inferred to be maritime and polluted maritime aerosol. This agrees well with the PALMS measurements which are dominated by sea salt.

Validation underflights of the CALIPSO track present the opportunity to compare with the CALIPSO Vertical Feature Mask [3]. In contrast to HSRL, the CALIPSO lidar does not independently measure backscatter and extinction coefficients, and some knowledge of the aerosol type is required input for the retrieval. Aerosol types of individual aerosol layers are inferred from thresholds on attenuated backscatter and depolarization and from layer height and location. Fig. 3 illustrates the aerosol types determined using HSRL measurements for aerosol layers detected by CALIPSO. All aerosol layers found in 100 flights of HSRL under the CALIPSO track are represented, weighted by layer optical depth. The color coding represents the dominant HSRL-inferred aerosol type for each layer, grouped along the x-axis according to the type assigned by CALIPSO. For the most part there is reasonable agreement. Layers that are assigned marine by CALIPSO are inferred to be mostly marine or polluted marine by HSRL. Likewise, CALIPSO’s dust is mostly HSRL’s pure dust or dusty mix and CALIPSO’s polluted continental is mostly HSRL’s urban. However, almost all of the aerosol in layers that CALIPSO labels as smoke is inferred by HSRL to be urban aerosol as well. Yet these CALIPSO types result in the same lidar ratio selection so mistyping in these two categories is not of great concern. Indeed, these types are relatively difficult to separate using HSRL measurements as well, partly because of the similarity in lidar ratio. Finally, layers identified as polluted dust by CALIPSO correlate with various different aerosol types inferred by HSRL, and this deserves further investigation. Assignment to the polluted dust category assumes that these aerosols are made up of a mixture of dust and pollution, so the apparent presence of significant amounts of marine aerosol indicates at least that the mixture is not well characterized by CALIPSO in some cases. The presence of significant amounts of HSRL’s urban type in the category polluted dust may be less of a concern, but may reflect a misidentification of some layers that would be more appropriately handled as polluted continental. Specific case comparisons will be discussed.

Figure 2. Left panel shows aerosol classification from HSRL. The black trace indicates the height of the mixed layer. The arrow indicates the closest approach to the ground site in Pasadena. The right panel shows size-resolved single particle composition from PALMS. Both datasets indicate dominance by sea salt at the time of the overflight.

Figure 3. Comparison of aerosol types used by the CALIPSO processing algorithm with the dominant HSRL-inferred type within a layer, weighted by layer AOT.
DISCUSSION
A qualitative classification of aerosol type provided along with quantitative profile measurements of aerosol backscatter and extinction has many useful applications. The products can be used to apportion AOT by type and vertical location in the column, even for scenes with layers of multiple types, which is not possible with passive imaging radiometer and polarimeter measurements. This kind of information is useful for estimating radiative forcing throughout the column and understanding aerosol lifetime and transport. It is also useful for assessing the predictions of transport models, i.e., determining whether the models predict the correct aerosol type at the correct altitude. Data from a future satellite lidar that enables similar skill in identifying type and quantifying aerosol extinction and backscatter would be extremely valuable for assimilation into models [10]. CALIPSO has already provided the first long-term global data set of aerosol vertical distribution; however, errors in the selected lidar ratios due to limited information about aerosol type can affect retrieval accuracy. Based on our results, a future satellite lidar similar to CALIPSO, but with the addition of polarization sensitivity at 1064 nm and the HSRL technique at 532 nm could provide a significant advance in characterizing the vertical distribution of aerosol for climate and air quality applications.
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